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Saving Lives with Safe Streets 
 

Outer SE Division Near-Term Safety Strategy 

On December 7th, two pedestrians were killed within hours of each other on Outer Division at SE 156th 
Avenue and SE 87th Avenue. These were Portland’s 39th and 40th traffic fatalities this year - the most 
fatalities since 2003. In 2016 alone, five people have died in traffic crashes on SE Division – four people 
walking and one person driving – and three people have sustained life altering injuries. Seven of the 
collisions have occurred on a two-mile stretch between 124th and 156th. 

City Council has declared an emergency ordinance on outer SE Division, requesting immediate 
collaboration with the community and implementation of actions to make SE Division safer. Community 
partners have requested a multi-pronged approach to improving safety on outer SE Division, including 
identified education and outreach, automated enforcement, and expedited infrastructure safety projects. 

The five proposed steps below are multi-pronged and multi-cultural, and can be implemented in the 
near-term. Each step implements an action identified in Portland’s Vision Zero Action Plan while also 
upholding PBOT and the City of Portland’s commitment to racial equity. 

Increase Traffic Safety Education  

Step 1:  Increasing multilingual and multi-cultural traffic safety education 

VZ Action EA1. Conduct multi-component education campaigns to build public awareness and leverage 
Vision Zero actions. 

• Install multilingual, multi-modal signs to communicate safety messages and wayfinding as 
identified by the community. 

• Hold a multi-agency listening session – Police, Fire and Transportation – to hear community 
concerns about traffic safety on or near Outer Division. 

VZ Action EA2. Form agency-led "street teams" that engage people driving, walking, biking and taking 
transit to raise awareness of Vision Zero and moving safely through Portland. 

• Partner with Community Based Organizations, such as APANO and the Division Midway Alliance, 
on education and outreach such as hosting culturally-relevant and multilingual classes and 
trainings about rules of the road in different languages for community members. 

• Develop and distribute traffic safety messages along SE Division, such as banners, flyers, posters 
and other information about safety and rules of the road. 

 

http://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/71730
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Reduce Speed on Outer Division 

Step 2: Decreasing Speed through Automated Enforcement 

VZ Action S.1. Pilot speed safety cameras on four high crash corridors in the first two years; expand 
program to additional high crash corridors following the pilot. 

• Accelerate the installation and operation of Fixed Speed Cameras on outer SE Division. Portland 
had planned to install cameras on outer SE Division and 156th in July of 2017.  The City will aim to 
install the cameras in January, and start issuing warnings in February. 

• Conduct door-to-door outreach and mailings to businesses and residences about the fixed speed 
cameras on outer SE Division, begin as early as December. 

Step 3:  Decreasing Speed through Speed Reader Boards 

• Install speed reader boards at four locations along SE Division St from SE 82nd to the city limits in 
order to educate drivers and reduce speeding by spring 2017. 

Step 4:  Decreasing Speed through Lowering Posted Speed 

VZ Action S.2. Gain local authority for speed reduction on City of Portland streets; prioritize setting safe 
speeds on the High Crash Network. 

• Installation of Speed safety cameras and speed reader boards are expected to achieve significant 
reduction in top end speeding on outer SE Division St. 

• After the speed safety cameras are installed, Portland will collect updated vehicular speed data.  
• Based on the results of the speed data, PBOT intends to request that ODOT lower the posted 

speed on outer SE Division. 

Step 5: Decreasing Speed through Street Design 

VZ Action S3: Improve street design to support safe speeds in conjunction with posted speed reduction on 
4-6 streets annually in the High Crash Network, prioritizing improvements in and engaging with 
Communities of Concern. 

• Accelerate the timelines for federally-funded safety projects on outer SE Division, including the 
East Portland Active Transportation (EPAT) and Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) 
projects, for construction in 2017.  The projects include pedestrian crossings with median islands 
and Rapid Flashing Beacons or Pedestrian Hybrid Signals to complement sidewalk infill. 

• Expand the East Portland In Motion (EPIM) buffered bike lane project on outer SE Division St to a 
multi-modal safety project, with focus in the Jade District and Division Midway Alliance district, 
that includes additional street lighting, enhanced crossing treatments, and vehicle access 
management. 

For more information, visit VisionZeroPortland.com.   

 

 

The City of Portland complies with all non-discrimination, Civil Rights laws including Civil Rights Title VI and ADA 
Title II. To help ensure equal access to City programs, services and activities, the City of Portland will reasonably 
modify policies/procedures and provide auxiliary aids/services to persons with 
disabilities. Call 503-823-5185, TTY 503-823-6868 or Oregon Relay Service: 711 
with such requests, or visit http://bit.ly/13EWaCg 

http://bit.ly/13EWaCg

